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Abstract
We regularly encounter complex activities consisting of basic skills—both conscious and subconscious. Adequately performing these complex activities involves mastering the individual basic skills and having the ability to seamlessly integrate them together. Games are one such example of a complex activity that is difficult to break down into the basic skills required, but engagement in games relies on designers introducing challenges proportionate to a player’s skill. Procedurally generated levels cause additional problems since it is hard to estimate level difficulty for a particular player. This proposal suggests a framework for determining the skills necessary to successfully complete a game, creating AI-based bots with those skills to reflect players with the same skills, and identifying and generating optimal orderings of levels to promote learning each skill of a game. The proposed framework will be implemented in three citizen science games—Paradox, Foldit, and Nanocrafter—and one computer science educational game called GrACE.

Introduction
Each day we perform complex tasks requiring both mastery of complex and individual underlying skills. Combining and mastering skills is integral to learning and performing in all aspects of life including driving, reading, or playing a game. Driving requires independently mastering braking, steering, and switching gears, but also integrating and fluently switching between them all. Complex skills have an ideal hierarchy in which to learn the constituent basic skills: we have to learn counting before we can learn addition and subtraction, and it is easier and more useful to learn addition before multiplication (Baralt, Gilabert, and Robinson 2014; Duschl, Maeng, and Sezen 2011; Gagne 1968; Méheut and Psillos 2004; White and Gagné 1974). Often it is difficult to identify the individual component skills required to complete a complex cognitive task (e.g. playing a videogame), how these component skills integrate, and the optimal order to present challenges in a learning environment to promote mastery of each skill.

A challenge for both game designers and artificial intelligence (AI) researchers is accurately understanding the skills a player has mastered in a particular game. Designers care about a player's specific set of skills because they want to create levels to match that player's skills and create level progressions that promote learning key features and mechanics of the game. If levels are too difficult or too easy, the player can become frustrated, bored and disinterested. AI researchers model player skill to predict player performance in new environments and challenges. Accurate player modeling helps create more engaging games by creating content tailored for a specific player at a particular point in time (Bakkes et al. 2014).

Many educational games exist and evaluating their educational success is a challenging endeavor (Harteveld et al. 2014). Games come in many genres with different target populations and various research goals such as promoting learning, engagement, enjoyment, or diversity. Evaluation and assessment techniques and materials that work for one game may not be appropriate for others. There are implications to the order of skill introduction and assumption of pre-existing skills on player behavior and performance in educational games. This proposal aims to create a framework that helps designers and researchers outline expected incoming knowledge and the desired learning outcomes of a game as well as methods to evaluate if the process is successful.

The proposed work primarily contributes to the fields of procedural content generation and game design by developing a framework implemented in multiple games for extracting the individual skills required for a game and their relationships, designing AI’s with those skills (Holmgaard et al. 2014), identifying and generating optimal orderings of challenges that promote mastering a particular set of
skills, and evaluating player performance and learning outcomes. Additionally, this research can identify skills present in multiple games that transfer between environments (e.g. using a mouse and keyboard) and information about why certain players struggle at key points in games where others may not. Contained in this research is a survey of existing Computer Science educational games including the CS material taught, game genre, and extent the player is required to grasp each CS concept in the game.

This proposal aims to answer three main research questions:

- How can the skills necessary to complete a videogame be extracted and organized by dependencies?
- How can video game levels be generated to accommodate a particular set of skills and promote learning?
- How can player skills in video games be abstracted such that they can be compared across games or are there a certain set of identical skills present across multiple games?

The proposed work of this thesis is to create a game agnostic method for authoring, evaluating and generating levels with AI-based bots called StrataBots (hierarchical bots with skills ranging from optimal to sub-optimal) that is tested and evaluated across multiple games. Generating levels for specific strategies is a relatively new field so the first step of this proposal will be creating a level generation system in an educational game called GrACE (Horn, Clark, et al. 2016; Horn, Hoover, et al. 2016; Folajimi et al. 2016) that produces increasingly difficult levels based on StrataBot assessment and player performance. Preliminary work analyzing player and StrataBot performance suggests that levels requiring advanced strategies to complete correlate with lower player success rates. Future work will devise methods to create ideal progressions for each player by first generating levels that players can complete with simple or novice strategies. Then based on player performance, the level generation system will advance players along a difficulty progression to allow better players to be served more difficult levels at an earlier stage than novice players.

Level difficulty will then be assessed in Paradox—a citizen science game—with StrataBots based on skill atoms, rather than hand authored strategies. To create Paradox StrataBots, we will first develop a search-based StrataBot framework that finds strategies through novelty search and designer-specified game mechanics. Novelty search differs from traditional search optimization techniques by searching the space based on a distance metric and archive of novel solutions designed to avoid converging to a particular local-optima. Additionally, having the designer specify mechanics rather than a complete list of potential strategies will help alleviate demand on the designer and allow a novelty search to find potentially more possible strategies than the designer can imagine alone. We will evolve neural network controllers that input game state and output a desired move to find novel controllers. We will run the controllers on a large selection of game puzzles and each time a controller is created that produces sufficiently different behavior, we will add it to a pool of controllers and restart the process until no additional controllers can be produced. Variation between controllers will be measured with edit distance similar to the player strategy analysis conducted on GrACE player data.

Finally, we will create a level generator for Paradox with StrataBots to demonstrate the application of a framework that formalizes the authoring and evaluation of StrataBots outside of GrACE. To further refine this model and prove it is viable for other game types, we will repeat this process for two additional citizen science games—Nanocrafter and Foldit. We will produce skill chains (Church 2006; Cook 2007; Deterding 2015; Koster 2013) for Nanocrafter and Foldit during this process which we will analyze to find similarities in skill atoms and determine the skills that transfer between games.

The StrataBot framework will be quantitatively evaluated on its ability to accurately reflect expected strategies as well as produce novel strategies. StrataBots produced with the framework outline in this proposal will be compared to player data collected from players playing online versions of GrACE, Paradox, Nanocrafter, and Foldit and compared using a modified edit distance. When comparing the edit distances between players and StrataBots, we expect to see that at least one player’s strategy is reflected by a StrataBot through a low edit distance. To determine the extent to which novel StrataBots can be produced, we also expect to find some StrataBots that do not closely match any player. Playtraces from these StrataBots will be analyzed qualitatively in more detail to understand if the produced strategy can be described and replicated manually.

Levels generated with the help of the StrataBot framework for GrACE will be evaluated for accurate difficulty progression by quantitatively comparing player success rates with StrataBot predicted success rates. Levels that allow more StrataBots to complete them are assumed to be easier and increased expected player success. Additionally, a player’s mastery of previous levels requiring a highly complex strategy increases expected success.

Finally, we will qualitatively analyze skill chains produced for Paradox, Nanocrafter, and Foldit to determine the skills that appear in each game’s skill chain. We expect that the repeated skills will be interaction based skills such as using a mouse, clicking buttons, and understanding high scores. The skill atoms we expect to not see repeat are atoms that describe combinations of game-specific mechanics such as particular strategies for completing Foldit levels.
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